Saturn sl2 instrument cluster bulbs

The customer came in with this Saturn SL and a couple of bulbs she wanted replaced in the
instrument cluster. One for the DRL indicator daytime running lights and the other for the
odometer. There were five screws with 5. I removed the two screws at the top outside corners of
the instrument cluster. Then, lifted and pulled it forward enough to reach behind and remove the
harness connector. The bulbs can be changed with the cardboard panel in place but I removed
it to see if there was any identification marks on the circuit board. There were none so I had to
remove several to find the one for the DRL. It is the one in the next picture. I then needed to
change the bulb for the odometer backlighting. It is the one with the white base. Thank you!! I
have since looked at a wiring diagram and do not see separate lights for the needles. The only
way to tell what is wrong is if you remove the cluster and do some testing. First confirm all
exterior lights are working. Bummerâ€¦ they all went out at once. I was really hoping it was a
light bulb or a fuse or something. Not terrible, but makes keeping at the speed limit a little
interesting. Thanks for your prompt reply! You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to
content. With the screws removed I could pull the end panel off. Next, I pulled the cluster trim
panel from the dash and unhooked the wiring for the switches. A better view of the panel with
the traction control switch and the panel dimming switch. A 6 mm socket fits the bulb bases by
the way. This is the bulb for the odometer. It is actually a LED. Performed a bulb check to make
sure all bulbs would light up and this one is done. Log in to Reply. Older comments. Share Your
Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Instrument Cluster Bulbs. I
decided to install an aftermarket stereo with bluetooth, sd card mp3 read capabilities, etc in my
Saturn Sl2 I bought a kit with with and most accessories harness color coded conversion wires
and plug, gm antenna plug adapter, molded plastic support, etc. Since I had most of of the
plastic panels, fittings and trims removed I went ahead to replace some instrument cluster
lights the were apparently burned out. After having replaced some of the dashboard lights for
the led compatible versions B8. Any indication on how to access such bulbs would be
appreciated! Which provides a cool congruent white, stronger even dissipated and more
pleasant interior lighting. Re: Instrument Cluster Bulbs. Originally Posted by tk Originally
Posted by ruley On third gens the warning indicators are already illuminated by LEDs that are
soldered onto the circuit board and are not servicable on third gens. With that said, I'm sure if
one figured out what type of LEDs were needed and good with a soldering iron, these could be
replaced. The DRL, High beam, and turn signal indicators still use replaceable bulbs though.
Wow, yet another reason to avoid and later S series But the newer SC body style is nice. I think
all other lights work. LEDs should last nearly forever, I would think. RBar Quote:. OldNuc's
Photos. IIRC they are surface mount LEDs and not extremely difficult to replace, as long as you
can deal with surface mount components. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Instrument Cluster
Bulbs I decided to install an aftermarket stereo with bluetooth, sd card mp3 read capabilities,
etc in my Saturn Sl2 Find More Posts by tk No, it's Iowa! Find More Posts by ruley Re:
Instrument Cluster Bulbs Quote: Originally Posted by ruley73 On third gens the warning
indicators are already illuminated by LEDs that are soldered onto the circuit board and are not
servicable on third gens. RBar Quote: Originally Posted by ruley73 On third gens the warning
indicators are already illuminated by LEDs that are soldered onto the circuit board and are not
servicable on third gens. Find More Posts by rbar. Find More Posts by OldNuc. Digg del.
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Instrument Cluster LED bulbs. Instrument cluster bulbs.
Instrument Cluster bulbs WTF?! Instrument cluster bulbs-where to buy? I heard something
about the bulbs go into a blue base? Re: instrument cluster bulbs. My son has an 02 SL2. We
noticed his odometer panel looked very dark. The bulb had blown. All the other bulbs were fine.
The odometer bulb is a dealer only part. The other bulbs I believe you can get elsewhere. The
odometer bulb comes in a blue holder to set it apart from the other bulbs. It glows yellow. The
part is I don't know the part for the other bulbs, sorry. If yours is the later interior, you have to
remove the top dash pad. That gives access to the screws to the instrument cluster. You unplug
the cluster. They are led's so should last a long time. Good luck. Originally Posted by floridasl
On the last generation of the Saturn S series the one with the full width padded dash top, the
instrument cluster has the clear plastic bezel built in if that's what you mean by bezel. I believe
removing the column shroud gives you more wiggle room. I can get the cluster out of a without
dropping the steering wheel, might also be possible with 3rd gen. Have also heard some people
say they can take just the top off and reach behind the cluster for replacing bulbs. I bought a
pack of 74 bulbs once from oreillys. Was like 10 bucks, think you got a dozen. If it ain't broke, fix
it some more. Originally Posted by jhonky. On the first and second generation Saturn's S series
up to '99 , the bulbs were On and up, it's a B 8. The Odometer bulb is different, and frosted.
Originally Posted by saturnsctwo. Originally Posted by fdryer. Look again at those lamps.
They're not soldered since solder melts at low temps. The bulbs are welded and may be

replaced with some creativity when reusing the bases an old thread in the L-series. If your
replacement is part PC, I found lamps are the same lamps but without the plastic base. These
PC's are used in my L third brake lights. And the replacements lasts just as long or longer
There's a reason for long life lamps used in instrument panels, headlights, brake lights, parking
lights, etc. Cars, trucks and airplanes create varying vibrations in frequency to accelerate lamp
breakdown. The lamp manufacturers engineer a heavy duty filament and rate it for a higher
voltage to increase lamp life. Lamps have come a long way since Thomas Edison experimented
and invented the light bulb. Leds are now the popular replacement items. I re-lamped the entire
dash of my SL2 with ,km and then our daughters SL2 with ,km. They will never blow. Use
caution on ordering as they have different colours. We picked a bright white and the cluster
looks new now. Originally Posted by gveinot. Compact florescent has a high failure rate. We
re-lamped our house twice, once in with compact florescent and then again in with LED. Not one
LED failure since. The light is a cool glow and gives the car a more modern look at night. On the
plus side LED take much less power and produce no heat. We even put LED dome lights in. I
see your car does not have that many miles. I am at ,km at present. Probably why your lamps
lasted that long. I do not recognize the brand you have, I usually buy known long time brands.
Our house is all GE or Sylvania. Ours were not that much. All times are GMT The time now is
PM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools.
Find More Posts by saturnsctwo. Re: instrument cluster bulbs My son has an 02 SL2. Find More
Posts by floridasl Re: instrument cluster bulbs On the last generation of the Saturn S series the
one with the full width padded dash top, the instrument cluster has the clear plastic bezel built
in if that's what you mean by bezel. Re: instrument cluster bulbs I can get the cluster out of a
without dropping the steering wheel, might also be possible with 3rd gen. Find More Posts by
alordofchaos. Re: instrument cluster bulbs I bought a pack of 74 bulbs once from oreillys. Was
like 10 bucks, think you got a dozen Find More Posts by jhonky. Re: instrument cluster bulbs
Quote: Originally Posted by jhonky I bought a pack of 74 bulbs once from oreillys. Re:
instrument cluster bulbs i got all these bulbs on order a i'm replacing them all while the dash
pad is off. Re: instrument cluster bulbs On the first and second generation Saturn's S series up
to '99 , the bulbs were Find More Posts by mattwithcats. Re: instrument cluster bulbs Quote:
Originally Posted by saturnsctwo mine are soldered in place. Find More Posts by fdryer. Re:
instrument cluster bulbs Quote: Originally Posted by fdryer Look again at those lamps. Find
More Posts by gveinot. Re: instrument cluster bulbs the household lights are two types,
compact florescent and LED, the compact florescent are junk, not the LED. Re: instrument
cluster bulbs Quote: Originally Posted by gveinot the household lights are two types, compact
florescent and LED, the compact florescent are junk, not the LED. Re: instrument cluster bulbs I
do not recognize the brand you have, I usually buy known long time brands. Re: instrument
cluster bulbs Quote: Originally Posted by gveinot I do not recognize the brand you have, I
usually buy known long time brands. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Vue Instrument
Cluster Bulbs. Instrument Cluster LED bulbs. Instrument cluster bulbs-where to buy?
Instrument cluster bulbs. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are warning
lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Saturn. Click a link to learn more about each one.
They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange,
green, blue, gray. There are over 30 of them, so search carefully! Remember that only proper
service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These
posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM
service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business
nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts
has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always
changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate
tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more
true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation
DashboardSymbols. Saturn Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your
dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake
trouble indicators -- click for more. More brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil warning
light -- click for more. Engine temperature indicator -- click for more. Electric power steering
fault indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -click for more. Securit
2013 ford fusion engine diagram
2008 rabit
1999 ford f150 wiring diagram
y indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -- click for

more. Reduced engine power indicator -- click for more. Service reminder indicator -- click for
more. Check oil level indicator -- click for more. Low coolant indicator -- click for more. Stability
and Traction control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Traction control trouble indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Haul or tow mode Indicator -- click
for more. All wheel drive fault indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low
washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Auto engine stop indicators -- click for more. Economy
operation indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Fog lamp
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for
more.

